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Fritz Leader
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Sandy Davey
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Advanced Cyberinfrastructure Development Group - ACID (B)

- **Director**: Chaitan Baru (currently on assignment at NSF)
- **Associate Director**: Viswanath Nandigam
- **Members**: Kate Kaya, Kai Lin, Minh Phan, James Short, Choonhan Youn, Tony Chen (Moore’s Cancer Center)
CI-RED Specialists: Structural Bioinformatics (C)
CI-RED Specialists: Complex Systems (D)

Complex Systems Director
Shankar Subramaniam

- Signaling Gateway
  Shankar Subramaniam
  - Kenan Azam
  - Shakti Gupta

- Lipid Maps
  Shankar Subramaniam
  - Eoin Fahy

- Nanotechnology
  Shankar Subramaniam
  - Dawn Cotter
  - Mano Maurya
  - Manish Sud
CI-RED Specialists: CAIDA (E)

CAIDA Director
KC Claffy

Cindy Wong (50%)

Legal/Policy
Erin Kenneally

Predict
Marina Fomenkov

Manager Scientific Projects
Joshua Polterock

Research
Amogh Dhamdhere
Alberto Dainotti
Alistair King
Systems Integration P1 (TBD)
Applications Programming P3 (TBD)

Postdocs
Ricky Mok

Data Resources
Pierre Paul Hick
Elena Yulaeva (40%)

Topology/Signal Analysis
Bradley Huffaker
Young S Hyun

System Admin
Dan Andersen

Web
Alex Ma

Workload
Ken Keys
Ryan Koga
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Cloud and Cluster Software Development

Cloud and Cluster Software Development
Phil Papadopoulos

Jim Hayes
Teri Gray-Simas

Shava Smallen

Paul Hoover
Health Cyberinfrastructure

- Division Director
  - Sandeep Chandra

- Project Management Office
  - Associate Director, TBN
  - Danielle Whitehair
  - Leslie Morsek

- CNI Project Consultants
  - 4 FTE

- Data Warehouse Architect
  - Paul Hughes

- Data Systems Analysts
  - Rosemary Vazquez

- IT Systems Lead
  - Kyle Barber

- System Administrators
  - David Beitler
  - Hua Uy
  - Steven Blair
  - Anthony Boyd
  - Alissa Mamon
  - Paul Norton
  - Taufiqul Islam

- Security Lead, CISO
  - Winston Armstrong

- Security Analysts
  - Scott Sakai
  - Brian Hom
  - Edward Wade
  - Daniel Quach
  - Elliot Pfarr

- User Support Lead

- Help Desk